Unfield Trip Resource

Traveling Exhibition Schedule
Tape & Tunnels
June 2, 2018-end September 2018 (approximate dates)
Tape & Tunnels is a whimsical space built of repurposed and recycled
materials. The iconic structure of the exhibit is the translucent tape tunnel that
encourages guests to climb, crawl and explore while supported only by
interwoven layers of packing tape. The do-it-yourself environment inspires
artistic expression, thoughtful problem-solving and active learning. Tape &
Tunnels uses ordinary materials to create extraordinary things! Tape & Tunnels
is made possible by Discovery Network and Oklahoma Museum Network.

Curious Contraptions
June 2, 2018-September 3, 2018 (approximate dates)
Curious Contraptions is an exhibition of witty, beautifully handcrafted
automata displayed alongside hands-on exhibits that show the basic
mechanisms involved in making the automata work. Guests are exposed to
hands-on practical experimenting, seeing what works and what does not, and
learning about the physical world through that process. Curious Contraptions
is a temporary exhibition created by the Cabaret Mechanical Theatre Company
(CMT) in London, England. Exhibit guide available.

Magnificent Me
November 2018-March 2019 (approximate dates)
Our bodies are marvelous machines! Magnificent Me uses interactive exhibits
to explore the blood, guts, bones, brains, senses, and mechanics that make us
- us! The exhibit explores our muscles and bones, heart and lungs, digestive
system, brain and nerves, and body basics. Come pump a heart, stretch your
intestines, fool your senses, make your skeleton dance, and more. Magnificent
Me was conceptualized by the Discovery Network.

Eat Well, Play Well
November 2018-January 2019 (approximate dates)
What is in the food we eat? Are fruits and vegetables important? Can
everyday activities burn calories? Families, children and school groups will find
the answers to these questions by exploring nutrition and fitness in Eat Well,
Play Well. This interactive exhibit encourages healthy living by teaching the
science of making healthy food choices and helping children and adults
discover that there are many fun and interesting ways to stay active.
Eat Well, Play Well was created by Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
and is made possible by the Discovery Network. Educator guide available.

